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Abstract

Products and Systems are getting more complex over the last years due to a trend to interconnected products, which are often realized as Systems of Systems (SoS), and further influences like the rising globalization and more stringent regulations. New development approaches emerged to handle this complexity and to allow the realization of such complex systems. One of these approaches is Systems Engineering (SE), where a system is developed from the beginning in a holistic approach to consider all influences and interfaces. The Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) uses models to describe the system in its requirements, architecture, behavior and many more aspects. This allows a single-source-of-truth-approach, dynamic usage of the constantly updated information stored in the system model as well as a better understanding, communication and collaboration inside of the project.

Jupiter Tessellation (JT) is the international standard for 3D visualization. It is an open standard format and thus independent from the used Computer Aided Design (CAD) system in use. Together with STEP AP242 XML it is used to share information about components in respect to geometry (JT file) as well as technological aspects (AP242 XML). It allows an easier communication between project members over domains.

As MBSE and JT both support the collaboration and communication, it is obvious to look at both to find synergies and general benefits. The current recommendation shall deliver the following:

• An overview of the capabilities and elements of JT and MBSE
• Current use cases of JT in MBSE
• Possible use cases for further combination of JT and MBSE
• Recommendations for the further research and development of JT in MBSE

Disclaimer

Prostep ivip Recommendations (PSI Recommendations) are recommendations that are available for anyone to use. Anyone using these recommendations is responsible for ensuring that they are used correctly.

This PSI Recommendation gives due consideration to the prevailing state-of-the-art at the time of publication. Anyone using PSI Recommendations must assume responsibility for his or her actions and acts at their own risk. The prostep ivip Association and the parties involved in drawing up the PSI Recommendation assume no liability whatsoever.

We request that anyone encountering an error or the possibility of an incorrect interpretation when using the PSI Recommendation contact the prostep ivip Association (psi-issues@prostep.org) immediately so that any errors can be rectified.

Copyright

I. All rights on this PSI Recommendation, in particular the copyright rights of use and sale such as the right to duplicate, distribute or publish this PSI Recommendation remain exclusively with the prostep ivip Association and its members.

II. This PSI Recommendation may be duplicated and distributed unchanged, for instance for use in the context of creating software or services.

III. It is not permitted to change or edit this PSI Recommendation.

IV. A suitable notice indicating the copyright owner and the restrictions on use must always appear.
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